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CURRENT GAME PLAY

Bloodsport is a one to three-player simultaneous fighting game. Two cabinets
were used, both with 25" monitors in modified (narrow) family cabinets. A
wider control panel was designed to accomodate three sets of controls. For
focus, players divided their time between two and three player games.
Each player had a joystick and three buttons to punch, jump and kick. For
purposes of familiarity, the control layout was the same used in Taito/Double
Dragon. A label on the monitor bezel described basic button functions.

From concept, Bloodsport was geared to capitalize on the successful action/
fighting game catagory. Unique from other fighting games because of a
digitized graphic presentation, it's like playing a movie that players can
choreograph themselves.

Players had their choice of three "good guy" characters, Ty, Kato and Buz.
In bouts, each were pitted against a "bad guy". When all "bad guys" were
defeated, players were awarded money for winning. In addition, bonus money
for quickness in defeating an opponentes) and brutality was added. Players
were allowed to continue during a fight, plus select a different character if
desired. Every third fight was a "Grudge Match" where players fought each
other rather than a common enemy. A three knockdown rule decided the winner.



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Scoring high marks in the focus, Bloodsport looks to be on the right track.
The overall game play rated very high, specifically the graphics. In general,
players had no problem understanding basic game play. Familiarity with other
fighting games allows first time players the ability to catch on fast.

Comprehension
Only three things caused minor confusion. One was how to change characters
when continuing. Even though they were shown how, most had difficulty
understanding while playing. Players didn't provide any suggestions.

~Instructions might help, and/or use the method in Sega/Golden Axe. The photo/
picture of the characters face scrolls left/right along when moving the
joystick laterally. Also, contrasting colors will more clearly identify when
the picture/player is being changed.

I. I Another was how to pick up weapons. Some confusion was due to the
~ ~e b~~ ~nstructions on the monitor bezel. Players were confused picking up enemies

W().If~ -(CW' w~r versus picking up weapons. The method for each was different.
The third point concerned the life bars of a player and his opponent. Though

I ~ly one player questioned it, it's an obvious area that could use some
Ied.J e....- Q V\ improvement.
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After playing both two and three-player games, most preferred the two-player
version. vfuilethe older group was unanimous two-player, the younger group
was split in their choice. Besides feeling cramped, those who liked two-
player more felt the screen was over crowded. As a solution, the "camera" can
be zoomed back to prevent overcrowding on the screen. The intention of
"zooming in" was to give players big characters and big pictures. A result of
the tight zoom was weapons easily fell out of the reach of players.

Cabinet and Kit

Players suggestions included a larger control panel to give each player more
room. A faceted, deeper control panel design would give players more room and
better designate where they should stand. Since we will in all probability
sell more kits than whole games, we need to address the kit format of
Bloodsport. Will the kit only be two-player? A three-player kit could be
made to adapt to a Dynamo 25" cabinet via a control panel attachment. Or, if
Bloodsport goes out and makes mega bucks, we will be in a better position to
build more whole games.
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Controls

Players didn't have any significant problem with the controls. They asked to
perform different "super moves" by pressing the joystick in a different

l. ~ direction while pressing all three buttons. This could be effective when
~~~ ~~~ players are surrounded by enemies and needs a strong move to clear them out.

, layers seemed to have a preference of Ty and Kato's fast punch and kick
'-/ 'l"1V1 /A~ nffol/lett supermoves over Buzz's pick up and throw move. They referred to "Haggar",

)
Buzz's counterpart in Capcom/Final Fight. He possessed a powerful windmill

~~ ~U~ ~ spin and loud yell. Unlike Bloodsport, using the special move caused a more
~VUr I rapid use of life.

Goal

As with other games of this type, players want some kind of overall goal to
motivate them to continue playing further and further. Something more than
just mere survival and accumulating more and more money. -Many asked for the
usual get the girl and drive into the sunset type of theme.

Graphics

-'/

A post-focus meeting to decide on any additional graphics resulted in keeping
the three existing good guys. For additional ememies, players in both groups
said they wanted to see a female fighter. Other requests were for a ninja,
fatguy, sumo wrestler, mud wrestler, tall guy (unbuffed), fighter who gets
bigger and bigger, and a dog.

{JPlayers asked for different fighting venues. There have always been plans for";7 different arenas, but they couldn't be done in time for focus. Current plans
are to add a dock/pier and freeway underpass.

Interactive backgrounds can increase the size of an existing playfield and add
an element of adventure to the game. I don't ~lieve we can add too much
of this type of thing. Allowing players to find weapons and smash things (car
in Final Fight) gives players a real sense of power and dominance.

Audio

There were no negative comments regarding the music. Players had a higher
recall of sounds and voices than music.

Variety

Players also suggested the need for more variety in several areas. They
requested to have a greater selection of characters to choose from. Their
favorites were Ty (red) and Kato (yellow). Buz (blue) was their least
favorite. Preferred attributes of Ty and Kato were their power and quickness.
Giving "Buzz" a more dazzling array of moves, more sheer power and perhaps
more personality than the others would make him a more desirable character.



As players will develop a favorite character, perhaps we should allow them to
pick more than one of the same player. Putting them in different colors with
designs (in case of color blindness) should be enough to distinguish them from
one another.

More weapons like nunchucks , swords, clubs and crowbars were also suggested.
The stick/staff was the favorite weapon and the star was least favorite.
Players wanted a variety of other weapons at their disposal.

Though I believe it is intended, the game at focus didn't allow players to
( ~ .~~kiCk and hit bad guys when they were down/on the ground. As enemies could do

lAOI,t,~ S 'fAr' ''lfJthisplayers wan ted to do the same.

kJ99J ~ hcir~i.lring the focus I noticed a couple players avoiding the action and stalling.
~ To prevent this, an active crowd could push the inactive fighter back into the

tion.
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Group Structure

A total of 19 males were divided into two groups, the first 16-19 and the
second was 13-15 year olds. The usual third group of 20 yrs. old and above
was omitted to concentrate on the type of player most attracted to this type
of game.

Having a game for two-player games and one for three-player games, the focus
groups spent half and hour on each. By continuing games, many were able to
reach the end of the game.

Respondent Profile

This focus group was composed of frequent players who played coin-operated
video games at least twice a week. There favorite games were:

Group 1 (16-19): Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Final Fight, Cyberball and
Road Blasters.

Group 2 (13-15): Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Stun Runner, Golden Axe,
Offroad, Run On??, and Hard Drivin'.

Their favorite fighting games were:

Group 2 (16-19): Final Fight, Street Fighter, Karate Champ, Punch-Out, Shado.
Dancer, Narc, and Double Dragon.

Group 1 (13-15): Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, ~~F, Double Dragon II,
Strider, Super Contra, and Legendary Wings.

Most admitted not to be an excellent player of their favorite fighting game.

Game Ratings

Respondents compared the attributes of their favorite game versus Bloodsport.
They believe Bloodsport to have more action, competitiveness, longevity
and variety than their favorite game. But, Bloodsport was not as easy to
control, challenging or wide appealing as their favorite.

Attribute Favorite Game

Easy to control 17
Challenging/takes skill 16
Clear goal/objective 15
Lots of action 15
Competitive 14
Will be around long time 14
Good concept/theme 14
Appeals to all ages 11
Variety of things to do 10

Bloodsport

12
14
14
18
17
17
13
9

14



Players Here asked to rate the game from "excellent" to !1poor" in five
catagories. Bloodsport rated very high in comparison to other recently
focused games.

Excellent/Very Good Rating Comparisons

Bloodsport Klax Stun Skull ThndrJaHs
# (%) # (% ) # (% ) i! (% ) # (% )

Overall Play 18 (95) 11 (55) 17 (94) 23 (92) 15 (65)
Controls 12 (63) 14 (70) 17 (94) 8 (32) 11 (48)
Sounds 17 (89) 16 (80) 17 (94) 16 (64) 19 (82)
Scoring 13 (68) 12 (60) 9 (50) 11 (34) 10 (43)

Graphics 19(100) 13 (65) 17 (94) 25(100) 20 (87)
Total 19 20 18 25 23

Bloodsport scored a perfect 100% when compared to other video games. This
performance is by far the best in recent history.

Ratings

Much/little better
About the same

Bloodsport

100%

Klax

40%
30%

Stun

56%
39%

Skull

72%
24%

ThndrJaws

66%
30%

Not as good/much worse 30% 5% 4% 4%

The Audio Group requested the following question:

How does the sound of this game compare to other video games you have played?
This first time question has no point of comparison.

Ratings

Much/little better

About the same

Bloodsport

95%

5%
Not as good/much worse



GENERAL DISCUSSION

Features Liked

Both groups pointed to the graphics as being their favorite feature. Most
comments centered on the realistic quality.
Other favorites were:

*Music/language (fighter who said "sucker")
*Special moves of each player
*Crowd (realistic)
*Easy to understand
*Action
*Competition
*Techniques
*Game Structure
*Weapons

Feature Disliked

Players expressed a preference for more elbow room in the two-player game.
They also felt that three on three made the screen too crowded and hectic.
Large characters cut out too much of the playfield and restricted playability.
There was confusion between picking up a weapon versus an opponent.

*Three-player game was too crowded (mostly 16-19 group)
*Tight zoom - hard to pick up weapon on side of screen (16-19)
*Repetious background screens
*How to pick-up weapons
*Beating up teammates by accident
*Repetious music, add different music in each level

Comprehension

Both groups had difficulty picking up weapons and changing characters when
continuing a game. Though instructed how to, many still expressed confusion
during the discussion.

The 16-19 group said three-player games made the screen too crowded and "too
hectic". They also didn't know how to escape the situation when two enemies
flanked them and continually beat them up.

Players felt that the current goal was just to survive and win money, but all
thought there should be something more. In the end they could beat up some
"big guy", fight all the main characters (bosses) again, or a final "Grudge
Match" could award a winner.



Concept/Theme appeal/Comparison to Other Fighting Games

Overall, it was preferred to fight individual bouts vs. the scrolling type
fighting found in Double Dragon and Final Fight. However, they do like the
continuously changing scenary of the later. In addition, players preferred
fighting a common enemy vs. fighting each other. They said for players of
differing skill and experience level, cooperative play is better. And,
teaming up against a common enemy is just more fun that fighting 1 on 1.

Older players in the 16-19 group by far preferred the two-player game. They
thought three was too crowded, too hectic, they got players mixed up, and it
was hard to help each other out. The 13-15 group split their verdict, five
for the three-player and four preferred the two~player.
"It's easier to beat up on others with three".
"It's easier to help each other out".
"Games seem longer in 3 on 3 than 2 on 2".
"The Grudge Match lasts longer".

Amount of Action & Variety/Degree of Difficulty

Some found that it was hard to escape when two enemies ganged up and
surrounded them. Or, once their character got knocked down, it was tough
getting back up because the enemy kept them down. They also mentioned
collision problems, difficulty lining up with an opponent, and equality in the
strengths and abilities of the fighters (good guys),

Kato (yellow) was the favorite (8-1-1) of the older group. "He's fast and
gets up quick". He could "kick butt" and was "deadly in the Grudge Match".
Though in the younger group, Ty was preferred (7-1-1). They cited his
powerful kick, quickness and ability to "twirl around".

Of the opponents/bad guys, the both groups liked the "sargeant", "black guy",
and "chains guy" (though easy to beat).

Players suggested more weapons and background screens/arenas to add variety to
the game.

Game Rules

Players seemed aware that "survival" and winning was the object of the game.
How money was awarded for winning, aggression, and brutality seemed to be
clear.

Controls

Players in both groups expressed the need for more room on the control panel.
Familiarity of other fighting games made it easy for players to catch on how
to perform different moves.



Game Graphics

Graphics rated very high and scored the best of all catagories.
"Good"
"Best I've seen"
"Cool"
"Realistic"
"Looks like the best"
"Life-like"
"Guys waiting to be played."
"Good, no ..•better than good"

Players expressed some problem identifying fighters in three-player games or
during "panic fighting". Distinguishing amongst figh~ers (good or bad) didn't
appear to be a problem. However, they did suggest using sunglasses, hats,
suntans, bandanas and chains.

A player commented that we should get rid of the "Knockout" sign used in the
Grudge Match because it looked like it was in the Batman TV show.

Audio

Both groups favorite sound effect was "sucker". They couldn't quite tell what
was said and asked me to clarify it for them. Additional sounds recalled
were:

*Screams (Bruce Lee type)
*Moans
*"Come On!"
*Crowd
*"Uh uh uh"

Regarding music, the majority of players didn't notice it, think about it, or
even know there was any. The couple players that did recall it thought it was
"fast paced" and "goes with the game".

When asked what games have the best audio, players listed:
*Narc
*Golden Axe - sound effects/special weapon
*TMNT
*Out Run - can select tune

Game Features

All understood how to perform the "super moves" of each player. Players note~
that "Buzz" had to be nearer to his opponent to execute his super move. Other
moves suggested:



*One hit knockdown
*Back breaker
*Kick the enemy when hes down (like he does to you)
*Power Slam
*Scissor hold on head
*Back kick
*Powerkick or punch
*Smash head
*Way to get extra power by pressing all buttons (Bad Dudes)
*Flip on hands and grab by neck
*Different moves by moving the joystick in different directions
*Back hand

Players suggested that the Grudge Match could be longer. Instead of three
knockdowns, make it six. It seems they liked the occasional head-to-hea9
fighting because it posed a competitive element to the game. A player
suggested that fighters compete for a girl in the Grudge ~atch. There was
also a comment to call it "Rumble" instead of "Grudge".

Their. favorite weapons were staffs/sticks and boxes. The star was their least
favorite weapon. Other suggestions included:
*Nunchucks
*Whips
*Broken Bottles
*2 X 4
*Trash cans and other "street things"

All players noted the "guy with the knife" in the crowd. Judging by their
response, they liked this unexpected interaction with crowd members.

A player made the suggestion of buying extra weapons and/or strength with
earned money/score.

Progression of Game

Both groups liked the combination of team fighting with head-to-head fighting.
Most felt that Bloodsport should have a final goal. A player suggested
becoming a "fight champion".

Likely Player

Players felt that Bloodsport would most likely attract male players over 14.
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Game Name Suggestions

Both groups were asked to pick their favorite name from a list of four. They
ranked as follows:

tl11 Bloodfight

tied for 2nd ••.

112 Brutalpride
~ Forbidden Fight

113 Bloodmoney

Bloodsport, Kickboxer and Grudge Match were the most popular write-ins.
The complete list:

Alleyfight (ers)
Bloodfist
Kill or Die
K.O. Match
Final Match
Toughguy
Masters of Buffness
Simply the Best
Killing Fields
Battle Beasts
Street Battle
Triple Play
Deathwish

Other Enemies
Fatguy
Guy gets bigger & bigger
Sumo Wrestler

Long Term Appeal

Honor and Guts
Bloodshed
Brutal Enemy
Forbidden Arena
Hardcore
Cashmakers

• Kumit,a:
Last Battle
Bloodbrawl
Kickboxers.Match
No Rules
Last Honor
Streetmob

Foxy Girls
Tall Guy - not buffed
Mud Wrestlers

Red Town
Survival Simulator
Fightmaster
Bloodbarn
Unstoppable
Bloodwar
Goin to the Top
Best of the Best
Last Blood

~ Ultimate Fight
Double Punch
Street Violence

Ninja
Dogs

To hold their attention and interest, players suggested adding more of a
reward at the end. They suggested get the girl, the money, and drive off in a
car.
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